American Institute of Architects New Hampshire Chapter
2015 – 2016 High School Design Competition Program

Jurors:
Dennis McNeal AIA, Warrenstreet Architects
Sheldon Pennoyer AIA, Sheldon Pennoyer Architects

Best Design, Overall Superiority, in all aspects of Design Solution, Model and Graphic Presentation:
1st Place 700.00 ................. Patrick Chan, Salem High School
2nd Place 350.00 ................. Giuseppe Puglisi, Pinkerton Academy

Best Model Describing Design Solution
1st Place 700.00 ................. Jarod Redfield, Philip Martino, JT Cloutier, Monadnock Regional HS
2nd Place 350.00 ................. Kara Ammon, ConVal Regional High School

Best Graphic presentation describing Design Solution:
1st Place 700.00 ................. Hayden Pavao and Lindsay Woodward, Pinkerton Academy
2nd Place 350.00 ................. Brenna Whitney, Pinkerton, Academy

Jurors’ Citation for Hand Drawn Sketches
Brenna Whitney, Pinkerton Academy
Jurors’ Citation Overall Design Idea and Model Quality
Hannah Cheneau, ConVal Regional High School

The AIANH High School Design Competition is a program of AIA New Hampshire.

Sponsors of the 2016 program:
AIA New Hampshire
The 2016 NH Learning by Design Program is sponsored in part by a grant from the NH Architecture Foundation.
Jurors’ Notes:

Best Design Overall with Superior, Model and Graphic Presentation

**FIRST PLACE. Patrick Chan, Salem High School**

- Professional and appealing board layout - The interior views are clear and graphically superior
- Sophisticated design solution – highly complex and well resolved
- The design concept of the schooner profile in plan is well developed and clear
- Three dimensionally the building volumes are well developed and resolved
- The outdoor terraces are integrated with the building design
- The model is well crafted and reveals the complexity of the idea
- This student clearly has a passion for design

**SECOND PLACE. Giuseppe Puglisi, Pinkerton Academy**

- Beautiful building form - Great massing forms making reference to the sail. This idea was very well resolved
- Very interesting interior elements @ Reception Desk
- Very good board and model
- The organic terrace is nice

Best Model Describing the Design Solution

**FIRST PLACE. Jarod Redfield, Philip Martino, JT Cloutier, Monadnock Regional HS**

- The model was very well done. The jury liked the use of one material and the abstract quality of the model to convey the designer’s ideas. This is one of the strongest concept models.
- The building plan is clearly represented. The jury appreciated this being included to convey the concept of this project.
- The board was well laid out.

**SECOND PLACE. Kara Ammon, ConVal Regional High School**

- Nice sketches
- The landscape is well integrated into the building design
- The model addresses the designer’s ideas for the integrated landscape. The landscape is clearly part of this design

Continued next page
Best Graphic Presentation Describing the Design Solution

FIRST PLACE: Hayden Pavao and Lindsay Woodward, Pinkerton Academy
- The concept sketches are well done.
- Great sketches
- Strong interior

SECOND PLACE: Brenna Whitney, Pinkerton Academy
- Really nice concept sketches that clearly showed the designer’s ideas about building façade texture and how the fenestration will emphasize light and shadow. These sketches clearly showed the designer to have a strong ability to draw freehand.
- Nice board layout with wonderful sketches

Jurors’ Citation for Best Overall Design Idea and Model Quality

Hannah Cheneau, ConVal Regional HS
- A nicely laid out plan
- The small site sketches convey the designer’s ideas of siting the building really well - orientation to the breakwater is good
- Hand sketches are nice
- Board layout is strong
- The model, while graphically too literal, conveys the building elements very well

Jurors’ Citation for Hand Drawn Sketches

Brenna Whitney, Pinkerton Academy (see above)